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about us
Yellow & Red Music encompasses the multi-disciplinary facets of music production
and distribution. From music CDs/DVDs and music videos to mobile and online
content, we provide a complete suite of end-to-end media integration services in all
the phases of music production & distribution.
We simplify the process of artist scouting, library/archive licensing, studio bookings,
IPRS & PPL tie-ups, Digital Rights Management, promotions & publicity. We are a
people-centric company and our forte lies in our relation with leading singers, music
directors/producers of Indian music and film industry.
Yellow & Red Music has in a short span of time brought the freshness, diversity &
creativity to the fast growing Indian Music industry. Today the company is recognized
as a fast moving high-energy performer in the Indian music scene.

associate companies
GENESIS COMMUNICATIONS is India's first integrated
Media Planner for Religion & Spirituality based Satellite
TV programs. Since 15 years, Christian Ministries, the
world over, have partnered with Genesis
Communications to discover the best value for their
media spendings.
AIMAN FILMS aims to target the rapidly growing Media &
Entertainment segment by building upon the success of our
associate media companies, Yellow & Red Music& Genesis
Communications. Our years of passionate work and
consistent focus on quality has imbued in us a thorough
confidence to take our journey to the next level of entertainment: movie making.
Through our foray into filmed entertainment we aim to not only capture the
imaginations of audiences but also provide a thought provoking and power-packed
content using the themes that have a natural relevance with today's audiences.

partners
BROADCASTING Partners

Tele-Fax +(91) (22) – 4010 8825 Email: info@genesiscommunications.in

Direct-to-Home (DTH) Partners

Digital Audio Partners

partners
Digital Video Partners

Mobile/Telecom Partners

Online Retail Partners

Industry Affiliations

management
Mr. Shahab Allahabadi - Managing Director
With more than a decade of association with Indian Film
& Music industry, Shahab Allahabadi as a talented
lyricist has penned songs that have captured the
imagination of audience of diverse taste. The prolific
poet has to his credit some of the all-time favorite hits
like Ali More Angana (Rendered by Shuba Mudgal), a
top selling hindi-pop Har Taraf Tera Jalwa with popsensation Daler Mehndi, an Indi-pop album Mausam
with Sonu Nigam, and the latest Mann Bawara (Sung by
Rahat Fateh Ali Khan) to name a few. Shahab
Allahabadi is a life member of Indian Performing Rights
Society (IPRS) since last 15 years. He is associated with
various National and International foras and societies of
the Music World.
The man brings more than his talent for words: besides
his ability to have his pulse on the entertainment
industry and gauging trends across Indian music, he
also has a proclivity for marketing and media brand
promotion. Combined, these two give him an edge in
devising successful strategies for media enterprises. His
close interaction with musicians, artists and technicians
makes him a key mover in bringing together the best
talent for upcoming projects.
Mr. Allahabadi is also working with various partners of the currently booming Mobile and
Telecom industry to bring Indian Music at the center stage of global Music world by
synergizing the high penetration of Mobiles and the abounding talent that is present in
India.
The primary reason we became one of the fastest growing
music labels of India is by utilizing the latest in digital, online
& mobile technology.

